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Tab 1 – Biographies or CVs 

  



 

 
Tom Warnock 

Thomas A. Warnock, Corporate Counsel with DuPont Legal, is an AV Preeminent® rated 
bilingual attorney with experience in litigation and transactional matters.  Mr. Warnock is Lead 
Counsel for DuPont’s Crop Protection Business, a heavily regulated agrochemicals business with 
global sales over $3 Billion, and serves as a member of and trusted advisor to the business’s 
Global Leadership Team.  He provides strategic business and legal guidance on all aspects of the 
business including: product stewardship, contract negotiation and drafting, mergers and 
acquisitions, risk mitigation, products liability, litigation, regulatory and administrative 
procedure, advertising, antitrust, employment and compliance matters.  From April 2006 to April 
2012 he managed litigation matters across all DuPont businesses.  Before joining DuPont, he was 
a general commercial litigator at the law firm of White and Williams LLP in Philadelphia, PA.  
He is a former Co-Chair of DuPont’s Complex Commercial and Antitrust Litigation Practice 
Group, former Chair of the DuPont Minority Counsel Network, former President of the Hispanic 
Bar Association of Pennsylvania and is currently a Regional President of the Hispanic National 
Bar Association.  He received his bachelor of arts degree from The Florida State University and 
his J.D. degree from The Temple University School of Law.  He is licensed in Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey and Florida and is admitted to the Bar of Delaware for In House Practice.   



 

 
Kevin Minoli  
 
Kevin S. Minoli is the Principal Deputy General Counsel for the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). In that role, he serves as the agency’s top career attorney, and has the 
responsibility for managing the operations of the Office of General Counsel (OGC). He first 
came to EPA as a summer law clerk during law school, and joined the agency full time in 2000. 
He has focused on a wide range of legal areas while at EPA, from the registration of pesticides, 
to the protection of clean water, to the management of the ever-increasing volume of 
electronically stored information. 

In both his current and previous roles, Kevin has served as a leader and champion of OGC’s 
workforce diversity and inclusion efforts. He has served as part of the office’s Diversity 
Dialogue Group, recruited and supported the office’s first-ever Special Emphasis Program 
Manager for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender employees, and was a part of a team that 
was awarded the Suzanne E. Olive Award for Exemplary Leadership in National Equal 
Employment Opportunity. 

Kevin is a native of the “Granite Capital of the World,” Barre, Vermont. He earned a Bachelor of 
Arts, summa cum laude, in History and Environmental Studies from Stonehill College in Easton, 
Massachusetts, and graduated cum laude from the Northwestern School of Law of Lewis & 
Clark College, in Portland, Oregon in 2000, where he earned his Natural Resources Law 
Certificate.  
 



 

Richard Negrin 

Richard Negrin brings more than 20 years of experience and knowledge in the public, private and non-profit sectors. 
His extensive experience as a corporate General Counsel, City Managing Director, Deputy Mayor, corporate 
Litigator and former Prosecutor, allows him to serve as a strategic partner to clients across a broad spectrum of 
practice areas. Mr. Negrin is Chair of the General Counsel Advisory Group serving as an important resource for 
large corporations dealing with today’s complex challenges, as well as for emerging businesses requiring an 
efficient alternative to an internal legal team. Mr. Negrin advises clients in the following areas: 

• General Corporate 
• Complex Litigation 
• Government Relations & Regulatory 
• Contracting & Procurement 
• Internal Investigations & Enforcement 
• Business Conduct, Ethics & Compliance 
• Strategic Communications & Crisis Management. 

 
Prior to joining Obermayer, Mr. Negrin served as Managing Director and Deputy Mayor for the City of 
Philadelphia – working collaboratively to manage an annual budget of $5.5 billion and nearly 30,000 
employees. Mr. Negrin spearheaded high-profile initiatives creating the City’s first Center of Excellence designed to 
provide a central resource of best practices around Project Management, Organizational Development and 
Performance Management. Mr. Negrin launched a broad innovation strategy creating the City’s first State of the Art 
Innovation Lab, Innovation Academy and Innovation Fund. Mr. Negrin also had direct management responsibility 
over key infrastructure departments and initiatives including the Office of Innovation and Technology, the Office of 
Human Resources, The Departments of Procurement, Public Property, Public Records, Fleet Management, Philly 
311, The PhillyRising Neighborhood Collaborative, and the Office of Special Events.  During his tenure in city 
government, Philadelphia saw an increase in population, its highest bond rating ever (A Rating from all three 
agencies) and was named No.1 Digital City by Government Technology Magazine.  Philadelphia also saw a 
significant reduction in violent crime including a 30% reduction of homicides while also reducing the number of 
citizens incarcerated in prisons. Philadelphia also attracted world-class events such as the Democratic National 
Convention, a visit from Pope Francis and became the first World Heritage City in North America joining the 
international ranks of great cities such as Paris and Rome. 



Prior to serving the City of Philadelphia, Mr. Negrin was a member of the Executive Leadership Council of 
ARAMARK Corporation. Specifically, Mr. Negrin served as Vice President and General Counsel of 
ARAMARK’s Healthcare and Correctional Services Businesses, which generate approximately $2.4 billion in 
annual revenue. As a member of the senior executive team, he directly counseled the line of business President and 
CFO, crafted legal strategy, enabled business transactions, ensured compliance with ethics laws and the company’s 
business conduct policy, and managed internal and external legal resources and budgets that supported more than 
50,000 employees involving the full range of legal issues in today’s complex business environment. Mr. Negrin built 
a first class legal team which received the “Business Partner of the Year” Award from the business; the first time 
any legal team was recognized with such an honor.  Mr. Negrin also served as Vice President and Associate General 
Counsel of ARAMARK’s parent corporation, which is a world leader in providing food and facilities management 
services to institutions throughout the world with an annual revenue of more than $12 billion and more than 270,000 
employees worldwide.  

Prior to joining ARAMARK, Mr. Negrin served as a litigator with a global law firm where he concentrated his 
practice in the representation of corporations in various facets of civil, administrative and criminal proceedings, 
including internal investigations, agency investigations, grand jury proceedings, healthcare and False Claims Act 
actions, and other civil enforcement actions.  He also worked extensively in complex corporate litigation. 

Mr. Negrin began his career as a Prosecutor in the Major Trials Unit of the Philadelphia District Attorney’s 
Office. He is a veteran of hundreds of trials involving a variety of felony crimes. Mr. Negrin handled high-profile 
cases including significant Hate Crimes cases and the aggravated assault upon the former Philadelphia Police 
Commissioner. 

Mr. Negrin is a frequent lecturer and commentator on various topics related to innovation, leadership, diversity, in-
house legal practice, ethics and compliance, crisis management, human resources, community engagement and 
public service.  He was a regular and trusted spokesman for the administration and is experienced in all forms of 
media relations.  He has provided commentary and analysis on numerous networks including MSNBC, ABC, NBC, 
KYW, WHYY and many other news outlets in TV, radio, podcasts and print media.  Mr. Negrin is adept at the use 
of social media and authors a popular leadership blog, Service Centered Leadership, which shares leadership and 
management lessons.  

Over the years, Mr. Negrin has served as a member of numerous Board of Directors providing strong leadership and 
sound judgment across a wide variety of organizations. Mr. Negrin has won numerous awards such as the National 
Latino Lawyer of the Year Award from the Hispanic National Bar Association, NeighborWorks USA’s Visionary 
Leadership Award and the Community Champion Award from the Friends of the Free Library. His efforts have been 
recognized by the White House as aChampion of Change in Innovation and Citizen Engagement.  In 2015, he 
received the Faith-Based Coalition’s Black History Month Trailblazer Award during MLK Day commemorations. In 
addition, he has received the prestigious William J. Clothier Award for Exemplary Leadership.  His Academy of 
Municipal Innovation was named “Innovation of the Year” by StateScoop in 2014. 

He has been designated a Pennsylvania “Super Lawyer” by Philadelphia Magazine and, in 2003, was recognized 
by the Pennsylvania Law Weekly in their “50 On the Fast Track” supplement as one of “the brightest people under 
40 years old practicing law in Pennsylvania.” Mr. Negrin has been recognized as one of the Delaware Valley’s 
“Most Influential” by Impacto Magazine and Philadelphia’s Multicultural Affairs Congress.  

During college, Mr. Negrin was a consensus football all-American and served as captain of the football team, 
helping win the small college National Championship in 1987. After college, he played briefly in theNational 
Football League, signing contracts with the Cleveland Browns in 1988, and the New York Jets in 1989. 

  



 

Vanessa R. Tiradentes 

Associate 

 

Vanessa represents a wide range of businesses and individuals in all phases of commercial litigation in 
both federal and state courts.   Her experience includes handling allegations of breach of fiduciary duty, 
business divorces, contract disputes and indemnification claims, among other commercial matters. 

 

Admitted to practice in four states, Vanessa spent several years representing clients in Delaware’s state 
and federal courts, at both the trial and appellate levels.  She has been involved in matters involving 
corporate, commercial, intellectual property and other business-related issues.  In 2016, she was 
recognized as a Delaware Rising Star in business litigation by SuperLawyers magazine. 

 

Vanessa has been an active member of several bar associations, including serving as co-chair of the 
American Bar Association Business Law Section’s Diversity Clerkship Program.  She has also been Deputy 
General Counsel and an affiliate representative of the Hispanic National Bar Association and President of 
the Delaware Hispanic Bar Association. 

  

Vanessa earned her J.D. from Hofstra University School of Law, where she was managing editor of 
production for the Journal of International Business and Law.  She received her B.A., cum laude, in Latin 
American Studies from Harvard University 



  
Ana Reyes, the Co-Chair of the firm’s International Litigation practice group, focuses her 
practice on complex litigation and international arbitration.  She has handled matters for foreign 
governments, foreign officials, multi-national corporations, and international organizations, 
representing clients conducting business throughout North and South America, Europe and 
Africa.  Ana has also devoted a substantial portion of her practice topro bono work, representing 
refugee organizations and refugees seeking asylum in the United States.  Along with her 
admissions to Bars of the United States, Ana is listed on the Roll of Solicitors in England and 
Wales. 
 
In 2015, Ana was named to The National Law Journal’s Outstanding Women Lawyers list, 
which recognized “the 75 most accomplished female attorneys working in the legal profession 
today.”  She has also been named by The National Law Journal as one of “D.C.’s Rising Stars” 
(2014), and one of the top 40 minority lawyers under 40 in the country (2011).  In 2009, Legal 
Times selected Ana as a “Champion” in its Champions, Visionaries & Pioneers special section. 
Ana has focused her pro bono efforts on representing individuals who seek asylum in the United 
States.  The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has retained Ana for 
representation in numerous appellate matters and commissioned her to draft a comprehensive 
report on asylum law in the United States.  In 2016, she was honored with the Legacy Award by 
Unlikely Heroes for her work on behalf of young women escaping persecution by a regional 
terrorist organization.  Her work on behalf of refugees has also received recognition for 
distinction from the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights (2004, 2008, and 2010) 
and the Center for Gender & Refugee Studies (2009).  In 2014, Ana was appointed to the 
Honorary Board for the Center for Gender & Refugee Studies.  
 
Ana grew up in Louisville, Kentucky, and received her B.A., summa cum laude, from 
Transylvania University in 1996.  Ana received her J.D., magna cum laude, from Harvard Law 
School in 2000, where she was an editor of the Harvard Law Review.  In 2014, Ana also 
received a Master’s in International Public Policy, with distinction, from the Johns Hopkins 
University, School of Advanced International Studies. 
  



Tab 2 – Course Materials (articles, publications, other materials) 
See attached PPT and Checklist. 

 

  



Synopsis 

The panel will discuss keys to successful crisis management. Panelists will discuss real world 
examples and proven principles to successful crisis management including the type of 
technology that is critical to preparing for, dealing with and communicating during a potential 
crisis and provide leadership techniques and guiding principles around building a rapid response 
team and organizational discipline. In house counsel and well as law firm counsel will benefit 
from the insights of the panelists. 

  



Video 

https://youtu.be/XlQx5MIciIU 

 
 
 

  

https://youtu.be/XlQx5MIciIU


Additional Materials 

Crisis Management: Moment of Zen  

 

It’s nearly three in the morning and we’re in the Joint Operations Center (“The JOC”) established by our 
Office of Emergency Management (OEM) to oversee Occupy Philly’s official “decampment.”  The past 12 
hours have been intense— the possibility of violence, the coordination of peacefully relocating hundreds 
of people has spiked stress levels and the long hours have led to fatigue. The Occupy Philly Movement, 
lasting over ten months including a 55 day encampment at City Hall, seems to finally be coming to a close. 
The CNN images of violent confrontations in other cities have all of us on edge. We need to avoid that in 
Philadelphia, where we cherish Constitutional rights and where Free Speech began. We have been 
planning for nearly a month, trying to strike the right balance between our citizen’s First Amendment 
rights and their public safety and well-being. Now we are taking action but sincerely working to make sure 
no one gets hurt, that violence is avoided and that no single individual creates a series of events that leads 
to unintended consequences. The next few moments will be crucial to the success of the operation. Things 
are tense. 

Suddenly, the phone rings. It’s a member of the S.W.A.T. team. He is calling from Occupy’s recently 
decamped site. Everyone’s heads perk up. Everything stops. What’s happened? Is anyone hurt? 

No. The officer called to inform us (with an earnest and typical professionalism) that a small pet turtle was 
left behind at one of the tents and the police didn’t know what to do with it. Yes, a PET TURTLE! The 
tension broken, we all look at each other and have a good laugh. There it was—our moment of Zen. 

A lot can be said about crisis management and how to lead in tense situations. If your leader and team 
are well prepared and have developed the trust you need to rely on each other in times of need, you will 
be ready for anything. One of the most important take-a-ways I’ve learned is to find a way to stay 
grounded, focused—and yes, even to find the humor at times. 

Good crisis management means being calm in your decision-making despite hectic circumstances. You 
take a beat, you gather all facts and you lead.  You find your “Moment of Zen.”  That moment when you 

http://phillyinnovates.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/photo1.jpg


have prepared, acted and can rest assured that you have done everything you can do.  You may not be 
able to control the circumstances of a crisis, but you can control how you face the challenge—how you 
respond. 

The City of Philadelphia is excellent at crisis management. Unfortunately, we’ve seen this through many 
crisis situations that often befall a large metropolitan city. Crisis such as: line of duty deaths, violent 
storms, floods, fires, accidents, protests, hurricanes and even earthquakes.  We are often at our best when 
the situation is at its worst. The Mayor is the personal embodiment of this approach. Always leading with 
a calm and clear head.  His leadership has a lot to do with the way the City approaches difficult situations. 

LEAD FROM THE FRONT 

On my second day as Managing Director, Philadelphia saw a fatal tugboat accident on the Delaware River. 
As soon as it happened, Everett Gillison (the Mayor’s Chief of Staff and Deputy Mayor for Public Safety) 
and I arrived on the scene and were briefed by our first responders. Mayor Nutter arrived shortly after 
and the three of us stayed until the situation stabilized. We learned all the facts we could, comforted 
survivors, made arrangements for them and their families, addressed the media and began planning how 
to honor the tragically lost. Standing on the docks that day taught me about why presence is important in 
a time of crisis. The tugboat crash presented a dark, complex situation that could only be truly 
comprehended if you were there. 

 

That’s why leaders need to be on the ground, fighting alongside their troops during a crisis. You can’t 
lead from a bunker; you can’t rely on phone calls or the media to describe a situation. You must 
experience a crisis firsthand if you want to make effective, informed decisions.  You must lead from the 
front. 

http://phillyinnovates.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/photo-3.jpg


 

THE RIGHT TEAM & TONE 

Another piece of being present is surrounding yourself with the right people.  Bringing your best and 
brightest subject matter experts to the table as a team will help you communicate and make quick high 
quality decisions.  Each team member demonstrating the right behaviors essential to their role.  The 
Mayor has done an exceptional job putting a great emergency team together in Philadelphia.  From 
Police Commissioner, Charles Ramsey, Fire Commissioner, Lloyd Ayers to OEM Director, Samantha 
Phillips, to Chief of Staff, Everett Gillison, to Public Safety Director, Michael Resnick, to Jazelle Jones & 
our entire City team—Philly’s crisis team is top notch. 

However, perhaps the most important component to good crisis management is not behaviors but a 
mindset—a mindset the City is lucky to have.  In his classic management book Good to Great, Jim Collins 
tells the story of Admiral Stockdale, who was captured and tortured over an eight-year imprisonment 
during the Vietnam War. Stockdale survived the eight-years while many of his colleagues did not. When 
asked, “Who didn’t make it out?” Stockdale replied, “The optimists” which led him to explain, “You must 
never confuse the faith that you will prevail in the end—which you can never afford to lose—with the 
discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your current reality, whatever they might be.” 

With this advice, Collins coined the “Stockdale Paradox” which states that in order to succeed in adverse 
situations, you must: retain faith that you will prevail in the end, regardless of the difficulties AND, at the 
same time, confront the most brutal facts of your current realities, whatever they might be. 

The City’s leaders adhere to the Stockdale Paradox through every crisis, confident that we can prevail 
without ignoring the hard, uncomfortable facts of the situation. This frame of mind helps us make well-
informed, balanced decisions without succumbing to panic or blind, unfounded optimism and wishful 
thinking. 

Whether in the public or private sector, odds are that at some time in your leadership career you will be 
faced with an urgent crisis.  Careful advance planning, leading from the front, along with the right team 
and tone will ensure the level of calmness and confidence necessary to successfully get you through. Do 
those things right and you might even enjoy a light moment in the midst of the crisis. 



 

So when that S.W.A.T. member hand-delivered the turtle to the Office of Emergency Management at 
the JOC, everyone around the table laughed.  With a smile, my former Chief of Staff, Brian Abernathy (in 
charge of Animal Control at the time) stepped up and officially took possession of the turtle on behalf of 
the City of Philadelphia.  Brian kept it through the night until he could safely get it to an animal shelter in 
the morning. After a tense but successful night, I was grateful to that little turtle for what Jon Stewart 
might call—our Moment of Zen. 

 

Rich Negrin is the City of Philadelphia’s Managing Director and Deputy Mayor for Administration and 
Coordination. Service Centered Leadership is the Managing Director’s blog series appearing 
on PhillyInnovates. Follow Rich on Twitter@RichNegrin. 

 

  

http://phillyinnovates.com/service-centered-leadership-rich-negrin/
http://phillyinnovates.com/
https://twitter.com/RichNegrin
http://phillyinnovates.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/photo-4.jpg
http://phillyinnovates.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/rich-headshot-1.jpg


Additional materials including power point and tip sheet to be prepared. 



CHECKLIST FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT 
   DEVELOP CRISIS RESPONSE PLAN 

1. Determine possible crisis situations 
2. Assess impact to the organization if crisis were to occur 
3. Identify how negative impact of crisis can be mitigated 

   FORM CRISIS RESPONSE TEAM    

1. Legal Counsel 
2. Decision maker 
3. Spokesperson 
4. Internal communications manager 
5. Others as needed 

   PRACTICE CRISIS RESPONSE PLAN   

1. Train response team to be ready 
2. Make changes as needed 

  USE CRISIS RESPONSE PLAN (IF NEEDED) 

1. Activate response team as quickly as possible 
2. Implement crisis response plan 
3. Be flexible and make changes if needed 

   IF CRISIS RESPONSE PLAN IS USED, CONDUCT SELF-ASSESSMENT AFTER CRISIS 

1. Consider what worked and what did not work when the plan and team was activated 
2. Make changes to crisis response plan and team as needed 



Keys to Successful Crisis Management: 
Leading Your Organization Through Crisis with the Use of Rapid Response 

Leadership Principles and Technology
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Richard Negrin
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What is a Crisis?
Overview of types of scenarios and risks

Impact of Technology, Internet and Social 
Media

Concerns and Challenges

Preparing for a Crisis
People, Processes, and Technologies 

Dealing with a Crisis



Dealing with a Crisis:
How I Protect Human Health & the Environment

Kevin S. Minoli
Principal Deputy General Counsel

United States Environmental Protection Agency
minoli.kevin@epa.gov



EPA’s Office of General Counsel:
The Environmental Law Office to the Nation

 Your job: Attorney-Advisor

 Your responsibilities:
 Counselling responsibilities

 Defending the agency’s actions

 Your clients:
 No one

 Everyone

 Someone

 Administrator of the EPA



United States
Environmental

Protection Agency



Your Office



Environmental Attorneys

 Counselling Regarding Crisis Response
 Oil Pollution Act

 Safe Drinking Water Act

 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (CERCLA)

 Crisis Response
 Fukushima Nuclear Disaster

 Hurricane Katrina

 Deepwater Horizon

 Gold King Mine



Operational Attorneys

 Counselling Regarding Crisis Response
 Conduct and Discipline Manual

 Use of Government Equipment

 Fiscal Integrity Policies

 Crisis Response
 Employee Misconduct

 Oversight Hearings by Committees of Congress

 Media and Agency Reputation



Preparing for a Crisis
How organizations can build teams and trust across disciplines today to 

best prepare for tomorrow’s crisis



Benefits of a Crisis Response Plan

Coordinated response
Improved effectiveness
Decrease lost time, money, and data
Preparedness for potential litigation 

and other risks following crisis
Technology - https://youtu.be/XlQx5MIciIU

https://youtu.be/XlQx5MIciIU


Considerations for Developing Crisis 
Response Plan

 Consider plausible threats to the organization
 Conduct SWOT analysis

 Create detailed plan for dealing with potential 
crisis

 Implement plan

 Make changes as necessary



The Crisis Response Team
 Legal Counsel

 In-house counsel

 Outside Counsel
 A/C Privilege

 Document Retention

 Decision maker Role

 Spokesperson Role

 Internal Communications Manager Role

 Other Departments
 HR

 IT

 Affected Business Unit Representative



Dealing with a Crisis



The Situation (Room)

 'Man caves' built with taxpayer dollars - CNN Video

http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2013/06/06/tsr-todd-epa-lavish-lounges.cnn


May 31, 2013

“EPA Warehouse Has Secret Man Caves”
-ABC News

 'Man caves' built with taxpayer dollars - CNN Video

http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2013/06/06/tsr-todd-epa-lavish-lounges.cnn


What do you do?

 Take charge
 People want to be led

 People look to attorneys

 What will be your story?  
 Can you replace the narrative or change the narrative?

 Do something!
 Inaction can become a story itself                                                                                           



What did we do?

 Immediate action
 Locked down the facility

Escorted contractor employees off facility grounds

Changed all locks

Security system

 Barred contractor and their employees from the facility

 Retake control of the warehouse



What did we do?

What Would be the Story? 



What did we do?

What would be our Story? 

 One week notice before public release
 Catalogued everything in the warehouse by Monday afternoon

 Hour by hour documentation of actions taken by the agency

 Provided documentation to the Inspector General

 Two days before report was to be made public



What did we do?

What would be our Story? 



My Client: Acting Administrator
Robert Perciasepe





Questions?
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